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0 of 0 review helpful Tasa s Song By Barbara Stark Nemon author Even in Darkness a novel The classical music 
playlist that emerges from Linda Kass s Tasa s Song is enough to set this novel about a young violinist s Holocaust 
survival apart from other WWII stories Kass s intimate descriptions set the stage for the beauty and power of Tasa s 
music against the horror of her coming of age as a Jewish girl in eastern Pol An extraordinary novel inspired by true 
events 1943 Tasa Rosinski and five relatives all Jewish escape their rural village in eastern Poland avoiding certain 
death and find refuge in a bunker beneath a barn built by their longtime employee A decade earlier ten year old Tasa 
dreams of someday playing her violin like Paganini To continue her schooling she leaves her family for a nearby town 
joining older cousin Danik at a private Catholic aca ldquo Across decades and continents Tasa follows a song of hope 
that is uplifting even in the face of great adversity proving that an indomitable spirit can transcend the greatest 
hardships Kass depicts a heartbreaking time with great sensitivity and detai 
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